online self- study portal

“Work smart rather than work hard”
“Start early and finish early”
“Realize your strengths and plan accordingly”

Are You
Worried of
PG Entrance
Exam?

It’s time to be at “entrancebook.com”
Initiated by “Macula Healthcare Pvt. Ltd.”, Bangalore

w w w.e ntra nceb ook. com

Portal features
Integrated customized methodology - Study made easy, choose your
way for better understanding and continuity.
Access content, anytime, anywhere - login and subscribe your study
material and study anywhere and anytime.
Effective time management - With a precise “progress tracking and status
review feature”, helps student monitor their daily progress plan each day,
prioritize tasks.
Student / graduate: Expert interaction - the aim is to “Getting students
and teachers under a single umbrella and thus improving communication”.
This Continuous interaction will thus empower students & graduates to
post questions and expect answers from subject experts on a timely basis.
Track performance analysis - Analytics module is equipped with
intelligence to“evaluate students’ performance against own self and fellow
competitors”. A detailed scorecard will help retain momentum.
Ease to prepare - The contents as preparatory materials are segregated
and thus “intelligently adapt to every student’s intellectual levels”.
entrancebook is an intelligent, interactive, online, self-study portal
designed to help prepare medical and dental students, graduates for
post-graduate (PG) entrance exams. Application is equipped with diverse
set of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ’s) with solutions explained by
renowned academic experts in phase one and curriculum related
contents in phase two, This knowledge portal can be an easy and a quick
guide to the practicing doctors also.

Create own notes - scratch pad features is to “record own notes, add own
references that will help minimize search time”.
Context analytics - Complete understanding of the topic with right
reference against all options provided in MCQs and “help students master
the art of process of elimination (POE)”.
Own library - References from standard books.
Patient Simulation Application - Case scenarios, Physiological &
Pharmacological - Automatic realistic responses for training & testing

Product features
Past test papers - past question papers from major exams
across India – ‘as it is’, with explanation to right answer
and reference
Mock test - Timed exam, at ones convenience
Real time test - are notified and conducted by 'entrancebook'
on a set date and set time. These exams will simulate a
specific and respective examination pattern.
Self study portal - phase wise, subject wise - comprehensive set of MCQs, with explanation against all options, with
references and enquiry clarification

Macula Healthcare
Macula Healthcare brings in Professionals in the industry with cumulative
period for more than 3 decades of experience and training gained from pre
eminent training institute from India and UK. Their experience includes
managing independent healthcare SBUs, hospital consultancy services and
organizing academic programmes.
'entrancebook' an academic portal, is an initiative of Macula Healthcare. The
portal offers a common platform to share and exchange knowledge amongst
the students, graduates and academic subject experts.

MACULA HEALTCARE Pvt. Ltd.
#52, III Floor, Donna Bas Tower (Next to Bethesda School),
Kumara Park West, Bangalore – 560 020
91-80-2356-2052
www.maculahealthcare.com
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